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NEWSLETTER
November 2013
FROM THE CHAIR
Once again a superb SoC summer school took place at Staffordshire University,
organised by Rosie Duncan and her (small) team. Reports from the event are included
in this newsletter, including an interesting first-timer’s view from Beate Weninger. There
were many interesting moments, with for me perhaps the highlight being Ken Field’s
deconstruction/destruction of some recent map examples. The conference came in
the mad month of Maptember. There was so much going on I (and many others) had
to make some difficult choices. It resulted in me not being able to attend the OSM
conference, which was taking place shortly afterwards in Birmingham. It was great that
Brian Prangle (mappa-mercia.uk) was able to leave his organisational duties for that
conference to come over and give us a fascinating view of OpenStreetMap and its
recent developments. This project and its ability to generate crowd-sourced map data
in amazingly rapid time has again shown its huge value during the aftermath of typhoon
Haiyan. This fantastic example of cartography serving an important, and potentially lifesaving, function was noted in an article in the Guardian (http://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2013/nov/15/online-volunteers-map-philippines-after-typhoon-haiyan).
Plans are already well advanced for next year’s SoC conference, which will be held at the
University of Glasgow from 31 August to 2 September 2014. This is a highly significant
venue choice as it is where the original SoC (or Society of University Cartographers as it
was) conference took place. It will be organised by Mike Shand, and will include some
special events to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Society. Other activities
will be linked to the 50 Anniversary of SoC. One idea that is already well developed is
of having a memorial book highlighting some of the best articles from the SoC Bulletin
from these past 50 years. Alex Kent and I are joint editors, and have selected the papers
to be included, and are working on the production now. Some fascinating insights into
how cartography has changed and developed will be in the book, including contributions
from such luminaries as Alan Hodgkiss, Alan Collinson and Michael Wood, and an early
paper from current President Danny Dorling. It is planned to be published to coincide
with the Glasgow summer school.
In parallel with the book, the Society is working on a project to make available all the
articles from early Bulletins as PDF files via the website. Graham Allsopp is ploughing
on with this job as I write. The other main activity has been the survey that was set up
to seek views on the future direction of the Society. This was put out to members and
contributors to carto-soc. There has been a great response and your committee is now
analysing these results and will be meeting in the new year to formulate an appropriate
action plan. Three committee members (Jenny, Miles and myself) will be ‘personing’ an
SoC stand at the 2013 Mapping Showcase next week. This is always a good networking
opportunity and chance to recruit new members from the wide range of map-related
visitors to the show (at Olympia this year, after Lords and the Emirates in previous
years). Showing immaculate taste the UKGEOforum have our keynote speaker from the
Staffs conference, David Overton, speaking at their annual lecture in January. Just as a
reminder UKGEOforum is a bringing together of the main players in the geo-field in the
UK, obviously including SoC. It would be good to see some SoC faces there – if you
weren’t able to be at our conference he is well worth hearing talk about the Splashmaps
project.
Finally, a short note about the ICA conference that I attended just before the summer
school. I chaired a session, and Alex Kent gave a paper and chaired a session, and
we are both grateful for part sponsorship from the SoC. Alex and I were also involved
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in a joint ICA Commission workshop (of Neocartography and Map Design) just prior to
the conference proper. Details of the workshop are at: http://neocartography.icaci.org/.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Steve Chilton with his
new book!
(SoC Chair)
Conference 2013
Staffordshire
University

REPORTS FROM THE 49th ANNUAL SUMMER SCHOOL
STAFFORDSHIRE UNIVERSITY
2 - 4 September 2013

Session 1
History of the Potteries
Steven Birks, Local Historian

Steven gave us some good background to the Potteries. He explained about the
location on the marl and coal seams being a reason for the development of the area’s
industries. The marl and coal are responsible for the many potholes in the area. The
industry is responsible for the large number of ale houses in Stoke!

Map shows the
location of Etruria
Hall - Home of Josiah
Wedgwood
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Steven
runs
an
extensive
website
on the local history
of Stoke-on-Trent at:
http://thepotteries.
org/.
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Map showing the
location of bottle kilns
in one small area of
Stoke-on-Trent

Mapeat Emptor: Consequences of the Modern Mapping
Paradigm
Dr Kenneth Field, ESRI Redlands, USA

Always interesting, some big players were critiqued by Ken, including some whose
maps he felt had unwarrantedly gone viral. Asking the delegates if any of them had ever
had a map go viral, he seemed surprised when someone came back with a ‘yes’ – the
author of the Bomb Sight webmap (who was speaking in the next session). According
to my notes he also invented a term that was new to me – a pictobyte. I think it was the
visual equivalent to a sound byte, with a similarly less than fulsome usage intended.

Trusting the Ground with the Treasure of
Warriors - Staffordshire Hoard

Map shows the
Anglo Saxon finds in
Staffordshire

Stephen Dean, County Archaeologist, Staffordshire County
Council
We were then treated to some fascinating eye candy, as Stephen
talked through the story of the Staffordshire Hoard. I for one could
have had more of this, but he had to cram a load into the time
available. He succeeded in explaining what it was (Anglo-Saxon
treasure) and why it may have been there. Further information can
be found at the excellent website: http://www.staffordshirehoard.
org.uk/.
Steve Chilton
Middlesex University
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An item found in the
Staffordshire Hoard

Session 2
Cannock Chase - Mapping the WW1 Camps
Remains of a
practice trench and a
map showing trenches

Top: Excavations near
Brocton September
2013
Below: Camp
Refectory
WW1 Camp
4

Suzy Blake, Staffordshire County Council
Suzy talked about the
World War 1 camps on
Cannock Chase and the
exciting results of some
recent
excavations.
Perhaps one of the most
fascinating of these
being the discovery of
a concrete model of the
trenches at Messines.
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Mapping the Unseen: Archaeological Approaches to the
Landscapes of the Holocaust
Dr Caroline Sturdy Colls, Staffordshire University

Caroline explained the development of a broad-ranging methodology to better
understand the sites of the holocaust (such as concentration camps) across Europe.
It was particularly surprising
how the sites are used today,
from memorials and untouched
monuments to housing estates
and campsites!

Mapping, LiDAR
scans and scanning
equipment

Memorial at
Treblinka, Poland

Old maps from WW2
at The
National Archives,
London

Bomb Sight Project

Dr Catherine Jones, Portsmouth University
Catherine described her intriguing Bomb Sight project to map the bombs that had fallen
on London during eight months of World War 2. What was especially interesting here
was the attention given to the design of the symbols used to portray the data - a curious
instance of where ‘measles on maps’ at a small scale can create the right effect!

www.bombsight.org

Alex Kent
Canterbury University
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This map depicts the
number of bombs
that fell between 7
October 1940 and 6
June 1941

Session 3
Risk mapping for
Cannock Chase

Climate Change Resilience Mapping in Staffordshire
Alan Carr, Staffordshire County Council

We all have our own opinions on climate change but Alan is a Climate Change officer
for Staffordshire County Council. They are attempting to observe past events such
as flood, drought, snow and heat
and seeking to ameliorate the
impact of future events. By looking
at specific locations throughout
the county, and logging data and
GIS mapping they can identify the
type of risks that would benefit
from emergency planning. These
include fluvial and surface water
flood zones, areas of high average
wind speed, fire risk, poor air
quality and potentially high dust
accumulation zones. GIS includes
census data, care homes, hospitals
and GP surgeries, fire stations,
schools and protected landscapes
e.g. SSSIs He acknowledged the
limitations of attempting to map the
potential risks. Map outputs include
maps showing the ecological
infrastructure and urban sensitivities
and also developing demographic
sensitivities. All this helps to identify
vulnerable communities and aid
planning for the future.
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Mapping for Strategic Planning and Flood Incidents
Mike Adams, Environment Agency

In a similar vein Mike Adams explained how the EA uses mapping to help define the risks,
raise awareness and help with flood management and maintenance programmes. They
consider five different types of inundation river (fluvial), surface (pluvial), groundwater
flooding, tidal flooding (coastal) and reservoir inundation flooding. They have various
ways of modelling with increasing accuracy that enables flood areas to be zoned
according to percentage risk, taking into account the flood defences that are in place.
They also model data created in 3D so the user can see the possible consequences.
There are future plans for the development of interactive map books and social media
mapping, which would be live on-site during incidents. This last idea sent my mind an
image of cartographers taking to inflatables

Incident room and
dataset used during
incidents

Mapping Rocks: Digital Surveying at the BGS
Leanne Hughes, British Geological Survey

Finally Leanne gave us a lively romp through the role of a modern day survey geologist
with an array of high tech kit and a suite of software for everything from 3D immersive
visualization and interpretation to terrain modelling. Other things have changed; ‘drift’
has become ‘superficial’ and ‘solid’ is now ‘bedrock’. Leanne outlined the four main
stages of digital mapping:

The end result - a
geological map

1. Initial desk work doing a remote sensing survey with appropriate software and GIS
2. Data loaded onto the tablet computer which also uses GIS
3. Out in the field mapping includes recording observations – notes and photographs
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4. Back in the office, drawn
up neatly and ready for the
corporate map packages

Field kit for geological
mapping in the
21st century

All a long way from William
Smith, the pioneer of
geological survey; I think
he would have been very
impressed.
Rosie Duncan
Staffordshire University

Session 4
Nature after Minerals - A Case Study in Using Interactive
Mapping to Inform Land Use Decision Making
Nigel Symes, RSPB Senior Land Management Advisor

Nigel is an ecologist passionately interested in conserving nature. Beyond the nature
reserves already protected there are new areas coming available following mineral
extraction.
The local planning authorities combined with the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) play
a large part in regulating the after use of this land. Public bodies and private charities
are involved in delivery of a good outcome both economically and in conservation of
the natural environment. This is the key element behind Nature After Minerals (NAM).
Nigel drew our attention to a recent report that stated many of our native species are
still in decline. It is very important to stem this downward trend. Nature After Minerals
provides for a uniform approach enabling a clear restoration plan to be in place for
all sites, whatever the after use - farming, forestry, industry, housing including nature
conservation. The aim was to produce a mapping tool showing all the various elements
of each site undergoing restoration. The key elements to be assessed would include:
- soil, geology, landscape
- wetness e.g. reed bed, fen
- dryness e.g. heath and grassland
- altitude, aspect, proximity to other similar sites
All of these would be assessed and included as determinants for the end use, thus
enabling an over view to ensure sympathetic restoration.

Mapping the London Rookeries; the Use and Misuse
of Maps During the Nineteenth Century Metropolitan
‘Improvements’
Chris Halsall, Student MPhil/PhD, Staffordshire University

Chris explained that a ‘Rookery’ is a term describing a neighbourhood of closely packed
dwelling houses and alleyways housing a dense population of people from the lower
orders of society. He likened Dickens’ portrayal of Fagin as being very true to the life
8
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experienced in the ‘Rookeries’ and that Cruikshank, the original illustrator for Dickens
,knew the Rookeries well.
Chris used a series of beautiful old maps to illustrate his talk and show how planning
ideals were not always realised, and then focused on the area adjacent to Westminster
which was cleared to provide the route for the new Victoria Road. Through his
research of business directories and maps he has discovered that there were 61
different occupations being carried out in a very small area and as many as 13 per
building. In the clearance of the area some 600 houses would have been affected to
enable this area of London to develop and be ‘improved’.

Mapping the Railways
Julian Holland, Author

Julian spoke on the topic of his latest book covering a century from 1819 - 1918 No
one can fail to feel proud of our pioneering spirit in the way our ancestors invented the

railway to enable economic
development and later
a sense of adventure for
leisure and recreation
purposes. Alongside this
there is a great tradition of
making maps to indicate
proposed railway routes
and works of art illustrating
the network of lines that
criss crossed individual
counties
or
served
particular industries e.g.
mineral extraction be it
coal, copper or clay.
Rosie Duncan
Staffordshire University
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Session 5 - Workshops
Mappa Mercia

Brian Prangle, Mappa Mercia
Days before hosting the International OSM conference, State of the Map, in Birmingham,
Brian Prangle joined us to discuss the development of the West Midlands OpenStreetMap
community named Mappa Mercia. The community holds monthly socials and organises
projects. He gave us an insight into the challenges they faced.
He spoke of the different personalities within the community, those that come to socials
and those that prefer to contribute silently to the project. Moreover it is accepted that
members have different mapping styles, such as attributing objects differently.
Mappa Mercia gained publicity in recent years producing a map collating the region’s
gritting routes, the first such map which was understandably extremely useful for
residents during the winter.
To conclude, Brian voiced his belief that the quality of the community is more important
than the mapped outcome. The crux of his talk was the importance of the community
building aspect of the project in addition to the challenges faced along the way.
To find out more about their current projects, you can visit the community website
at mappa-mercia.org.
Catherine Hartley
Technical University of Dresden

Session 6 - Cartographic Visits
Cannock Chase WW1 Camps
Led by Stephen Dean

A minibus-load of cartographers set off for Cannock Chase, where
survive the remains of two Great War camps which were used to train
more than half a million men between 1915 and 1918. We arrived at
an original reconstructed Great War hut, to be met by Stephen Dean,
Principal Archaeologist of Staffordshire County Council. Most of the
hut had been set up as it would have been for the men, with one
small stove to provide heating during the winter – when the area
was much more exposed with fewer trees than today. The rest of the
hut housed a display of artefacts and a model of Cannock Chase
showing the extent of the camps – it had been a massive operation
to build within six months what amounted to two small towns with
sewers, power station, hospital etc. An interesting fact that Stephen
pointed out was that a lot of square Daddies sauce bottle remains
had been found at the camps, but no HP sauce bottles. At the
western front, the reverse applied!
10
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After all too brief a stay at the hut, it was back on the bus for a short
drive to visit an old concrete hut base, rather overgrown but there is a
plan to excavate for better display. A hack across the long grass took
us to another concrete base, this time with several small square areas
noticeable – correctly identified as a latrine block. Stephen informed us
of a plan to take samples from the sewers for comparison against the
contents of a full slop-bucket found at the front. As an archaeologist
friend said ‘Poo is great – so much information can be squeezed out
of it’!
Another short drive took us to the site of a rare Great War terrain model
of the town of Messines. By chance, excavation had started that day, so
we could see a line of stones representing a road, and a line of shaped
concrete showing a trench. The whole model will be exposed and laserscanned for a virtual reconstruction, as the real thing is too delicate
to leave uncovered, so it will be protected (with sand, a root-proof
membrane, more sand, and a rabbit-proof membrane). Stephen’s great
knowledge of, and enthusiasm for the site was shared with us throughout
our visit – all the more impressive considering he had displayed
a
similar
encyclopaedic
knowledge of the Staffordshire
hoard and the Anglo-Saxon
period in a presentation to us
the day before.

Stephen Dean setting
the scene

Ed Oliver
Queen Mary College University
of London

Staffordshire Record Office
Our visit to Stafford Records Office revealed the patient and painstaking work that goes
into the conservation of old documents, books, maps and papers.
The staff explained the methods and materials they employ to ensure that all repairs and
conservation work is undertaken with great sensitivity and can be reversed if necessary
without harm to the original. Wheat glue and the finest Japanese paper are just two of
the elements used in the repair of an estate map that was being conserved when we
made our visit.
We were shown the strong room and the
sophisticated locking and fire prevention systems
in place should there ever be a fire. We had a peep
into the map storage where a treasured collection
of maps are rolled or hung in a carefully regulated
air-conditioned atmosphere.
Afterwards we
were able to view a selection of maps from their
collection.
Our return to Stoke was a little nerve racking
as we noticed Christine’s people carrier which
conveyed the party to Stafford had sustained a
very soft tyre. Miles and Stuart were soon busying
themselves pumping up the tyre and we returned
safely.
Rosie Duncan
Staffordshire University
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Sample of landuse
mapping
East & West Usambara
Mountains
Showing AMANI Nature
Reserve

Session 7
“Mapping Africa’s Capital: Progress, Problems, Potential”
Dr Ruth Swetnam, Staffordshire University

Ruth gave an interesting insight to the challenges and potential for mapping Africa’s
rich diversity by conservationists and scientists using GIS software tools. Ruth is an
Africa enthusiast clearly in love with the continent having worked extensively in Tanzania.
Her talk gave an overview of the population, culture and biodiversity that require to be
mapped, and the spatial data and resources that are increasingly becoming available
at continental and national levels to solve its problems, and create future and alternative
solutions to enable it to retain and manage its natural capital.

Mapping, Classifying and Measuring Area-level and
Personal Exposure to Natural Environments in Europe: the
PHENOTYPE PROJECT
Graham Smith, Staffordshire University

Graham presented an innovative paper on the PHENOTYPE (Positive Health Effects on
the Natural Outdoor environment in TYpical Populations of different regions in Europe)
The project is a four-year, €3.5 million European collaboration funded by the European
Commission’s Framework 7 programme which aims to explore, classify and measure
with GIS and GPS the mechanisms underlying the relationship between the natural
environment, health and well-being in different regions in Europe. Graham explained
how a number of diverse urban and rural settings are to be chosen and mapped
for the study to integrate existing spatial data sets with field data to capture natural
environments and perceptions of neighbourhoods. The empirical studies will
take place in NW England, NW Netherlands, S Spain and E Lithuania where
volunteers from different health, cultural and social backgrounds will be
recruited to complete questions relating to their environment and emotions
when prompted by mobile-phone software.
12
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Mapping access to
green space

Mapping London

Ben Hennig - University of Sheffield
Ben is well known to Society members through the Worldmapper project at Sheffield
and has now moved to Oxford University as a Senior Research Fellow. His presentation
highlighted the Londonmapper project and his passion for map geovisualisation. Ben
revealed some of his recent unpublished cartograms of London and gave delegates
a new perspective of the city and its diverse social structures using the power of
cartograms combined with animation. The maps were stunningly visual and gave an
unusual and unfamiliar view of London’s boroughs and wards.

Population cartogram
of the
London Boroughs

Mike Shand
University of Glasgow
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Session 8 - Delegates
Delegates - an opportunity for delegates Catherine, Jordan and
Beate to share a work project or personal piece of research.

An introduction to the International MSc in
Cartography
Catherine Hartley, University of Munich

Catherine is half way through her Masters, it is a 2-year taught MSc
spread between three European Universities – Munich, Vienna and
Dresden. There is a cohort of 20 students made up of 12 nationalities
from a mixed academic and working background. It covers all aspects
of the science and art appropriate to contemporary cartography with
a good mix of lectures by academics and professional practitioners,
practical workshops, field trips and project work with only a few exams
and a thesis.
Catherine left us with the impression of a very worthwhile course of study and she has
obviously made a great bunch of good friends.

A Heritage Trail for Hartshill, Stoke-on-Trent
Jordan White, Staffordshire University

Jordan gave an interesting talk about his undergraduate research placement module
which involved developing a heritage trail for the Hartshill and Harpfields area of Stokeon-Trent. The challenge was to get an understanding of the ‘local’ view of heritage as
perceived by the residents and balance that with the visible architectural heritage. He
used a series of old maps, paintings and photographs to help him, plus consultation
with the local residents to develop a meaningful trail. He created the map using a variety
of OS Open Data and ArcGIS, compiling the artwork in Adobe Illustrator for output as a
printed leaflet and on the web.

Colour Design for Online Mapping: on an Example of Noise
Mapping
Beate Weninger,
Research Associate and PhD candidate, HafenCity University Hamburg

Beate is researching the impact of colour on our perceptions and psychological reactions
when interpreting maps in the hope that she can refine and devise an appropriate
colour scale for effective communication of environmental information on maps. I think
we should invite her back to a future conference to hear about her conclusions.

Session 8
Nitty Gritty Guide

Anneliese Pritchard, Freelance Cartographer
Anneliese was the winner of the Wallis Award in 2012 and, as it is a very
different quirky and intimate style of city mapping, it was great to hear
how in her own inimitable way her embryo idea has developed and come
to fruition from the first edition in 2006, the various bespoke editions for
universities in Bristol, Lloyds Bank and Waitrose to the present day.
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Eyjafjallajökull - A Watershed for
Volcanic Ash Observations and
Forecasting
Dr Melanie Collins, Met Office

Everyone will remember the eruption of the Icelandic
volcano and the resulting ash cloud that quietened our
skies for a brief period in April 2010. Melanie gave us a
fascinating insight into the work of the London Volcanic
Ash Advisory Centre (VAAC) that is responsible for the
area covering the UK, Iceland and north-eastern part of
the North Atlantic. The role involves using the most up
to date technology monitoring, observing and predicting
movement of volcanic ash to ensure airports and airlines
can operate safely.
In 2010 the ash from
Eyjafjallajoküll was so fine that
satellite imagery struggled to
detect it, Radar was used to
monitor and estimate the height
of the plume, LiDAR to help
with ash concentrations and
sun photometers to measure
the radiation so it was possible
to compare the radiation on
a clear day and with volcanic
ash. Aerosol sondes are not
yet operational but can fly in
high ash concentrations to
determine concentration and
particle size distribution. ATDnet is a semi global lightning detection network and as an
ash plume can generate lightning it can be used for early warnings in conjunction with
other observations.
Met Office Civil Contingency
Aircraft (MOCCA) - Cessna
421C.

A recent development allows the
Cessna - 421C MOCCA (Met Office
Civil Contingency Aircraft) to fly through
areas where ash is forecast at specific
concentrations. However the aircraft
must be rigorously checked after each
flight.
One of the most significant tools is
the Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modelling Environment (NAME)capable of
modelling the dispersion of any atmospheric phenomena and their associated physical
and chemical processes.
The Met Office continues to develop its technology and capabilities to monitor activity to
provide better informed risk assessments and keep our skies safe for flying.
Rosie Duncan
Staffordshire University

Session 9
Photo-derived Mapping

Ralph Coleman, Bluesky Mapping
Ralph provided a brief history of photogrammetry and its importance to mapping and
then described the current uses of photo-derived mapping created from five national
15
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Photo-derived maps
showing tree crown
extraction

spatial datasets including height attributes. e.g. Tree canopies, Solar panel suitability,
ligh pollution all indications of the highly sophisticated nature of this type of mapping. All
present agreed with his closing statement and would definitely have been applauded
by Ken Field, “The creation of accurate, trustworthy maps will remain a skill reserved for
the professionals”.

Splash Maps: Maps designed for the REAL Outdoors
David Overton, MD Splash Maps

http://www.splashmaps.net/

David gave a presentation outlining a new product which brings together open and
volunteer data, presenting it in a tangible form – in this case maps printed on cloth.
As such they are ideal for outdoor use by cyclists, boaters, riders and walkers, being
washable, waterproof and even wearable. They are practically indestructible too, with
many advantages over paper or laminated maps. The cartography looked very like OS
mapping with subtle differences in colours, perhaps not surprising as many of them
are based on OS open data, combined with OpenStreetMap data. After experimenting
with different cloths, the maps are sharply printed as well as hard-wearing. Cleverly, no
space is wasted on a legend, which is stitched to the main map as a separate tab.
These maps could well be that rare product that crosses over from the totally practical
map aimed at a particular user-market, to the ‘novelty’ cartographic product – one
customer has used them to produce bespoke cushions, while the company has made
maps for a customer’s wedding, creating cartographic tablecloths based on places
specific to the couple. As such, the idea could prove to be a winner!
Ed Oliver
Queen Mary College University of London

Reflections - a first-timer’s view
In 2004/2005 I was lucky to spend one year at the University of Exeter where I took
courses in geography. I enjoyed university life and the quality of courses so much that
I wished to come back to Great Britain one day, maybe to do a PhD. Back from Exeter
I was working on my master’s thesis on a cartographic topic when I stumbled upon the
SoC mailing list and enrolled. Things worked out differently than expected; I ended up
doing a PhD in Germany, but I have been following the SoC activities by reading the
e-mails since then.
This year finally I was happy to see a realistic opportunity to participate in the Summer
School in Stoke-on-Trent because of a three-month research visit to UCL in London. So I
booked a train ticket and left for Stoke-on-Trent right after my arrival in London. Because
I had attended the International Cartographic Conference just the week before I was in
conference mood and looking forward to another cartographers’ meeting and to get to
know the people in person who regularly contributed to discussions on the mailing list.
It didn’t disappoint me; the meeting that was held in the almost brand-new Staffordshire
University Science Centre was well organized and enriching.
The first session revealed fascinating facts about the region of Staffordshire. At least
16
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I as an Austrian did not know about the history of potteries and that a hoard
was found in the area, parts of it probably still hidden. Also learning about the
Cannock Chase Archaeological Sites surprised me. Of especial interest for me
was to get to know what a struggle it is to find a balance between archeological
excavations and preserving nature. This problem became even clearer on our
excursion to the war camps on Cannock Chase where we got a rough idea of the
site that is largely overgrown and therefore well hidden.
The sessions in general spanned a wide range of topics and showed a variety of
application areas for maps and GIS but also gave insights into map development.
It was particularly interesting to hear how the interactive map for the Bomb Sight
Project was set up for different devices and good to hear how successful it
was. It is a beautiful example which shows that some representations, like the
pinpoint map here, work for some use cases, although it does not come off well
in cartographic discussions. The other two presentations that inspired me most were
Anneliese Pritchard’s about the Nitty Gritty Guide and David Overton’s about Splash
Maps. (Please consider that the choice of special mentions is very biased because of the
author’s special interest in map design.) Both developed map products that are known
across the borders of Great Britain, although they are not trained cartographers. It was
interesting to hear how their products evolved over time and about their approaches
and experiences developing the maps. They gave us very practical insights, e.g. in
the suitability of different fabrics for map-prints. Although cartographers are aware of
the fact (for some: should be aware) that map design is different for screen maps and
print maps, I have never thought about how map design has to be adapted to the
characteristics of different fabrics. Anyway, nice to see that students get to know their
new city by means of the Nitty Gritty Guide and that I can use a map also as a scarf
while hiking.

Potters Club - ready for
our Annual Dinner

Of course there is much more I got to know and will enjoy remembering, like how
geologists map rocks or the lessons in community-building for OpenStreetMap, but I
think overviews of the sessions are provided at an other place in this newsletter.
Personally enriching was to experience how splendid summer school dinners in Britain
can be, what a smart dress code really means and how pub quizzes work. I am very
proud that I was in the winning team, although I am aware of the fact that I did not
contribute much, especially because of a lack of regional knowledge.
This Summer School showed again that cartography is a fascinating profession and
very current, thus it was sad to hear that numbers of SoC members and participants
have been decreasing. But with the efforts made by the SoC to adapt to the changing
environment of cartography I am sure that a lot of spirited events like the last one will
follow.
I would like to thank the Society of Cartographers for awarding me with a half-bursary
and therefore allowing me to attend this event, and to present my own work in the
delegates corner. The local organizers Rosie Duncan and Christine Dover did a great
job - it was all in all a good experience I can only recommend to others!
Beate Weninger
Research Associate and PhD
candidate
HafenCity University Hamburg
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IN THE NEWS
Road maps - sales increase
David Millward, Transport Editor, Daily Telegraph

7 September 2013
Sales of road maps are increasing as drivers appear to be losing faith in their satellite
navigation systems.
One publisher Nicolson has seen a 10 per cent rise over the past year, especially among
older motorists. The AA also reported an increase in demand for its atlases in recent
months.
Norman Baker, the transport minister said he was delighted that drivers seem to be going
back to basics. He confessed that he avoids using satnavs when possible as he believes
atlases are more reliable.
The Liberal Democrat MP said “I am delighted. I don’t use a satnav in my car, I use a
road atlas. I am sure people find map reading a challenge, but then I am sure people
find satnavs a challenge.
The resurgence in demand for atlases may indicate that motorists are losing faith in their
electronic devices. The Department for Transport has held talks with satnav manufacturers
over how to solve some of the problems the technology has created, such as directing
drivers to unnavigable country lanes.
One councillor in Cornwall is campaigning for the Highway Code to be updated to take
into account the risks of turn by turn navigation.
Professor Stephen Glaister director of the RAC foundation said: “is it that drivers do not
trust the satnavs or do not trust their ability to use them?”
Edmund King, the AA president, said map reading should be seen as a “core skill”.
http://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2013/nov/11/applemaps-google-iphone-users

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
technology-24865099
Follow this link to find out more
from the video clip.
http://www.wired.co.uk/news/
archive/2013-10/25/off-the-map
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Apple maps: how Google lost when everyone thought it had won
Charles Arthur, The Guardian

11 November 2013
Although Apple maps had a very rocky start in September 2012 with numerous errors coming
to light on a daily basis; a year on it has been revealed in an article in the Guardian that iPhone
and iPad users in the US are now happily using Apple Maps. I’m not sure how they make this
assumption but read the article for more detail.

British Library’s old maps become 3D virtual worlds
Marc Cieslak BBC NEWS, Technology
8 November 2013

Off the Map competition - A new challenge for video game design students to turn old maps
and engravings from its collection into virtual worlds. Six students from De Montfort University
won first prize when they turned maps of seventeenth century London into a detailed 3D world.
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Forest change mapped by Google Earth
James Morgan, Science reporter, BBC NEWS, Science and
Environment

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
science-environment-24934790

14 November 2013

A new high-resolution global map has been developed of forest change 2000 – 2012 based
on satellite imagery. Green areas are forested; red suffered forest loss; blue showed forest
gain; pink experienced both loss and gain. For more detail follow the link

The World explained: Maps revealing everything you need to
know, from the longest straight line you can possibly sail, to where
rubber ducks wash up if you dump them in the sea
Sara Malm, The Mail Online
15 November 2013

The only reason this caught my eye was the map showing the routes taken by 29,000 plastic
bath toys, which were washed over board in a container in 1992 on its way from Hong Kong,
some reaching the coast of France in 2007!

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-2507719/Theworld-explained-mapsrevealing-need-know.html

Contributed by Rosie Duncan
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WHAT’S NEW?
http://www.nls.uk/
National Library of Scotland
EDINBURGH
E-mail: c.fleet@nls.uk
View the OS county map
records at: http://maps.nls.uk/
geo/records/

Another great product from Chris Fleet and his team at the
NLScotland

For all clickable-graphic index fans, and OS county map searchers... we have just
completed a project over the last year to list all of our holdings of Ordnance Survey
six-inch and 25 inch to the mile County Series maps of England and Wales - 152,332
records in total - and were keen to publicise in the hope others may find this useful.
We have linked the County Series records to sheet boundary extents to create clickable
graphic indexes to all the sheets, and included the results with our County Series and
National Grid sheet records for Scotland, which were listed some years ago.
Our new, renamed ‘OS sheet records viewer’ (http://maps.nls.uk/geo/records/ )
replaces our former OS National Grid viewer, and provides a single interface for viewing
all these sheet map records. It provides clickable indexes for OS County Series maps
at 1:2,500 and 1:10,560 that were published for anywhere in the United Kingdom from
1841-1952. This includes all the editions of map sheets at these scales held by NLS,
but also indicates which sheets we know were published that NLS does not hold especially early 25 inch editions. So we hope the viewer provides a geographic portal
for discovering when large-scale OS maps were surveyed, revised and published for
any particular area - and which were published as combined sheets, insets, extended
and outsize sheets, etc. The viewer also includes sheetlines of National Grid maps at
1:10,000 and larger scales for England and Wales, but currently only specific dates of
these National Grid maps for Scotland.
We realise that this metadata is fairly basic - essentially recording sheet references,
survey/revision and publication dates, and not looking at further marginalia such printing
states, reprint codes, etc., etc. We realise it falls far short of typical carto-bibliographies
by Roger Hellyer... but we hope that this listing is still of some value at a basic level for
those interested in discovering sheets and dates of published OS large-scale mapping.
We are very grateful to EDINA for funding the collection of this OS County map metadata.
Contributed by Chris Fleet
Senior Map Curator

SOCIETY NEWS
THE FUTURE OF THE SOC - Survey Results

The Committee wish to thank everyone who took part in the recent “Future of the SoC”
online Survey, the results are currently being summarised and collated into tables and
charts. The results will be discussed at a committee meeting in the New Year and will
be published on the SoC website and the Newsletter in due course.
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50th Anniversary Summer School 2014

SoC Conference 2014
University of Glasgow

Date: 31 August -2 September 2014
Venue: Glasgow University
Team 2014: Mike Shand
Email: Mike.Shand@glasgow.ac.uk
Web: http://www.soc.org.uk/soc2014

Glasgow

: @CartoSoC
: facebook.com/SocietyofCartographer

Future Summer
School Venues
Would you like to host a
Summer School?
If so, please contact
Steve Chilton
Email:
steve8@mdx.ac.uk

OBITUARIES
Ian Gulley : 1949 – 2013
Ian was a long-standing SoC member and worked as a cartographer in Geography and
Earth Sciences at Aberystwyth University for 25 years, adapting his skill as a draughtsman
to advances in computer mapping to produce countless maps and diagrams that have
illustrated research monographs, textbooks and scientific articles which have found their
way around the world. A good natured, private and diligent craftsman, Ian was a valued
colleague and will be missed by all who respected his work, as well as by those who shared
his passion for music and who will remember his role in founding the Aber Folk Club.
Mike Shand
University of Glasgow
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Eunice ‘Bicky’ Wilson 1916 – 2013
Eunice ‘Bicky’ Wilson was a founder and Honorary member of the Society of
Cartographers and passed away on the evening of Monday 12th August aged 97.
In her younger years Bicky developed an early insight into the affairs of the world, a
sense of personal integrity that could at times be expressed quite forcefully and a view
that the world and life were so much larger than her and that everyone mattered. At
eleven she won the scholarship to the County School where her intellect and application
took her to the position of head-girl. Like many good piano players she was an excellent
mathematician and she qualified to go to university. Sadly, she did not get the county
scholarship so needed to get a job. By good fortune she found a year’s employment
working in a junior role with the Land Utilisation Survey, a privately funded research
group working under the aegis of the London School of Economics.
Bicky’s first introduction to cartography was through the Land Utilisation Survey which
suffered from poor funding so in 1935 they devised a programme to `…select girls
with a good school record including geography up to Matriculation or Higher Schools
standard and to train them…’. Bicky had clearly set an example and a progression of
young women followed her to train in map production. Eunice was taught calligraphy
at the Chelsea College of Art by Edward Johnston, the father of modern calligraphy.
Inspired by him, Eunice devised a manuscript font for maps that was then used
generally by the Survey and eventually by many other calligraphers. She became so
well practised in the art and science of map-making that she became the Survey’s Chief
Cartographer.
The outbreak of the Second World War enemy action destroyed a lot of completed
LUS maps but the Survey survived largely due to the resources and connections of its
founder Dudley Stamp and his lieutenant, Christie Willatts. Bicky carried on drawing
maps above the family shop in Fulham, taking cover on the stairs during air raids. The
Survey was eventually absorbed into the Ministry of Agriculture so Bicky became Senior
Cartographer in the Central Planning Branch at Cromwell Road where she was closely
involved in post-war planning. Bicky had maintained her skills working as a freelance
cartographer throughout the post-war period and helped Dudley Stamp with his new
publication `Man & The Land’ and his drive to develop universities in India & Pakistan.
After the war Bicky returned to the LSE to work in the Geography Department as a
cartographic assistant. In due time, she came to run the Drawing Office, first for the
Department and then as a resource for other academic disciplines. In those days piecharts in academic journals had to be drawn precisely, by hand, which required the
skills of both a mathematician and a draughtsman. She took occasional commissions
from publishers so was responsible for the maps in Banister Fletcher’s History of
Architecture, John Prebble’s Glencoe and The Women Incendiaries, a biography of
Louise Michel the leading woman combatant in the Paris Commune.
In 1963 she helped found the British Cartographic Society and in 1964 the Society of
University Cartographers, now the Society of Cartographers. She experimented with
computers in map-making but found the early technology limiting, not only making her
hard-won skills redundant but de-personalising the craft.
Bicky helped form the first Cartographic Diploma at Luton Technical College, now
Bedfordshire University and ensured that her own office recruited and developed
students from this programme. Throughout her entire career there was this constant
drive to ensure a continuity of map-making skills, no doubt initiated by the early skillsgap she experienced at the LUS in 1934 and saw in all her trainees a reflection of herself.
Retirement came in 1981 – and Bicky began a new career using her analytical skills
to work at the Citizens Advice Bureau, she also assisted the local Scouts, was a keen
Scrabble player, an avid reader, theatre lover, a Liberal supporter who disliked extreme
attitudes and her garden was a matter of pride where she knew the name of every plant
in Latin, as well as ensuring they actually looked good. Bicky was also proud of her
three granddaughters, Claire, Hanna and Flora, and their achievements, particularly the
fact that they could study at university, which she could not.
Edited by Mike Shand from the Eulogy read at the funeral by her son Nigel Wilson.
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From John Hunt (former SoC Secretary),
Open University, Cartographer 1970-2004
I was fortunate enough to know Bicky from the early 1970s after I joined the Society
of University Cartographers and worked closely with her as SUC Secretary obtaining
updates on the Diploma courses at Oxford and Luton. Whilst setting up a new drawing
office at the Open University I visited the LSE on a number of occasions to gain insight
into how she ran her office, the type of work her staff undertook and the resources
required. Bicky was always accommodating and helpful to me as the ‘new boy on the
block’. Once, whilst walking around the West End we bumped into one another – she
was very quick to point out and say ‘I see you have a new wife John’ which was rather
embarrassing at the time, but was typical of her straight talking!
I was able to attend, on behalf of the Society of Cartographers, her funeral at Hendon
Crematorium in late August. The above eulogy was written by her family and read out at
the service. Roger, her son, also read out a poem by A.A.Milne called ‘Halfway Down’,
from ‘When we were very young’. I was pleased to be able to meet several members of
her family including grandchildren and pass on our condolences.
From Jane Pugh, (former SoC Membership Secretary),
ex LSE drawing office, now Governance Officer Planning and Corporate Policy,
LSE
To me, Bicky’s huge contribution was taking so many Dip Geogs from Luton for their
year out and training them. Unfortunately I cannot remember all their names or how
many there were. But looking at what Bicky wrote for me about the development of
the technical services at LSE 1934 - 1981 the first student came in 1972. I had my
middle year at LSE in 1976 and I do remember there was Barbara Duffy (nee Glover),
Anne Stanton, Anne Orchard, Jenny, Julie Issac (nee Foster), Alison Fisher and me.
We all owe her a great deal. Below is a summary of an article she wrote for me titled
‘Development of the Geography Department’s technical services with special reference
to the Drawing Office, 1934-1981.
“I arrived at the LSE in 1934 as a Cartographic Assistant into a research department
called the Land Utilisation Survey of Britain under the direction of Sir Dudley Stamp. At
that time David Judd was employed by the Geography Department and looked after wall
maps and other equipment. He was instructed by Dr Hildsa Ormsby in the drawing of
maps when commercial ones were not available. He also learnt photography and made
black and white glass mounted lantern slides for teaching. He was probably one of the
first cartographic technicians, although that term was not in use then.
After the war the department was housed on the fifth floor of the main building and
the first cartographer employed was Sylvia Webb in c1949. She was recruited from the
Ministry of Town and Country Planning. Soon after that Sheila Chartler came straight
from school and was trained by Sylvia. Sheila was succeeded in the mid 1950s by Mary
Collingwood and when she fell ill I was brought in to finish a map being prepared for the
British Association. My first, temporary appointment, was at a salary of £1. 2s. 6d per day
worked! We also had the services of a Map Curator, Margaret Bass, with David Judd, now
in a darkroom in the basement, theoretically ‘in charge’.
In 1961 with the move to the new St Clements Building, came a great change in structure.
In effect we became three separate units: the Drawing Office, the Map Collection and
the Photographic Unit. We were all consulted on the office arrangement, furnishing and
equipment needed although the office size was only half of that it finally became. In 1963
and now Chief Technician, the workload was high and another technician recruited. After
the restructuring in 1972 salaries improved and we were able to take second year Luton
Diploma students. Photography became much more important and that unit eventually
came to serve the whole School not just the Department.
The Drawing Office undertook increasing amounts of work for other departments
including photo-typesetting with sophisticated equipment. The days of typesetting on
an electronic typewriter ended. Desktop Publishing had still to emerge when I retired in
1981. I was never asked to keep work records but found it expedient to do so to help
manage workflow, budgeting and priorities.”
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EVENTS
The Oxford Seminars in Cartography 21st Annual Series

Venue: University of Oxford Centre for the Environment, South Parks Road, Oxford OX1
3QY
Time: 17.00 - 18.30
Contact: Nick Millea, Map Librarian, Bodleian Library, Broad Street, Oxford OX1 3BG
Email: nick.millea@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Telephone: 01865 287119
Website: http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk
6 March 2014

Title: Soviet Intelligence Plans for the British Isles
Speaker: John Davies ( Editor of Sheetlines, Journal of the Charles Close Society
8 May 2014

Title: ‘Strangers on their own land’: ideology, policy, and rational landscapes in the
United States 1825 - 1934
Speaker: Heather Winlow (Bath Spa University)

Maps & Society talks 2014

Venue: Warburg Insitute, School of Advanced Study, University of London. Woburn
Square, London WC1H 0AB
Organiser: Warburg Insitute, University of London
Contact: Tony Campbell
Email: info@tonycampbell.info
Telephone: 020 8346 5112
Wesite: http://www.maphistory.info/warburgprog.html
16 January 2014

Title: ‘Colour Printing in the Renaissance: The Strasbourg Edition of Ptolemy’s
Geography (1513)’.
Speaker: Dr. Elizabeth Upper, University of Cambridge
6 February 2014

Title: ‘Flinders and the Cartography of Australia 1795–1815’.
Speaker: Kenneth Morgan, Brunel University
27 February 2014

Title:’A View from the North? The Medieval Maps of Iceland’.
Speaker: Dale Kedwards, Department of English and Related Literature, University of
York
13 March 2014

Title: ‘Adornments and Metaphors: Illustrations on the Early Printed Maps of Greece’.
Speaker: Professor George Tolias, Institute of Historical Research, National Hellenic
Research Foundation, Athens.
3 April 2014

Title: ‘One World, Two Systems: Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographike Hyphegesis and the
Birth of Modern Cartography’.
Speaker: Dr Leif Isaksen (Department of Archaeology, University of Southampton).
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28 - 29 May 2014
GEOBusiness 2014

Venue: Business Design Centre, London
Website: www.GeoBusinessShow.com
Call for papers deadline: 29th January 2014

8 - 9 September 2014
Leverhulme Trust - International Symposium
Title: Cartography between Europe and the Islamic World 1100 - 1600
Venue: Queen Mary, University of London

END NOTE
It has been a very busy year organising the conference on top of everything else. I
breathed a sigh of relief that it all went smoothly thanks to my support team of Christine
and Jordan and the good news is we kept to budget. Although I did not get to speak to
everyone I am grateful to all our excellent speakers.
I hope you can spare a few peaceful moments to enjoy the Newsletter. This morning I
noticed further reference in the Daily Telegraph to sat nav v. atlas. It was to be expected
that 18 - 24 year olds are least likely to refer to an atlas, but as Mike Parker was quoted
saying they really are ‘missing the bigger picture’ and that is sad because I always find
something else of interest when I open the atlas to challenge my husband’s sat nav
girlfirend!

Please send comments
and contributions for the
Spring Newsletter to me
at:
Rosie.Duncan@staffs.
ac.uk

I am currently reading Rachel Hewitt’s, Map of a Nation - a biography of the Ordnance
Survey. It is an excellent read and gives a fascinating insight into the rise of cartography
and how it was inspirational to the scientific and cultural enlightenment of our nation
during the 18th and 19th centuries. The triangulation of the United Kingdom overseen
by William Mudge and Thomas Colby in the early 1800s inspired William Wordsworth,
who followed the progress of the triangulation, to write about the landscape in some of
his poetry. Maps continue to arouse our emotions today, whether it is looking back at
the war camps on Cannock Chase, Bomb Sight maps of the blitz or the concentration
camp at Treblinka or maps on the news, aerial views of Syria or the typhoon-struck area
in the Philippines depicting the devastation.
To leave you on a happier note I wish you all the season’s greetings.

Next edition May 2014

Ed

SOCIETY OF CARTOGRAPHERS

Heather in full bloom
on Cannock Chase
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Minutes of 49th Annual General Meeting
University College, London
Monday 2 September 2013
Members present: 25
Apologies: D. Dorling; H. Browning; Drew Ellis; Rich Perkins
The meeting opened at 17:30 pm
1. Chair’s Introduction
Chair Steve Chilton welcomed all present to the 49th AGM of The Society of
Cartographers Ltd. and thanked the Committee for their work during the year.
2. Minutes of the 48th AGM held at University College London, Monday 3rd
September 2012 and matters arising.
There were no matters arising and the minutes were adopted.
Proposed: Miles Irving

Seconded: Jenny Kynaston

The minutes were duly signed by Chair Steve Chilton.
3. Society Reports (full reports presented to AGM and published separately)
(a) Hon. Secretary’s Report
(b) Hon. Treasurer’s Report
(c) Bulletin Editor’s Report (including Newsletter, Bulletin Subs.)
(d) Membership Secretary’s Report
In answer to a question regarding the expenditure sum of £9181.70 appearing in the
2011-2012 Accounts under Summer School Manchester and if this represented a large
loss in running the event, it was stated that the event ran at a loss due to lower than
anticipated numbers but the 2011-2012 accounts did not reflect the total finances for
the event. The situation was clarified overnight and the members were informed next
day by the Hon. Secretary that the Income of £7971 for Manchester appeared in the
2010-2011 accounts and that a statement of the finances for the Manchester Summer
School were published in the November 2012 Society Newsletter.
John Hunt was thanked for representing the Society at the funeral of Bicky Wilson.
Chair, Steve Chilton called for acceptance of the Reports en bloc.
Proposed: Stuart Gill

Seconded: Don Williams

4. Election of 2013-2014 Committee
No new nominations had been received for the following posts; all were willing to stand
again for re-election:
Chair:

Steve Chilton

Hon. Secretary:

Mike Shand

Hon. Treasurer:

Heather Browning

Membership Secretary: Jenny Kynaston
Bulletin Editor:
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Newsletter Editor:

Rosie Duncan

Committee Member:

Stuart Gill

Committee Member:

Ben Hennig

Proposed: Nick Scarle

Seconded: Graham Allsopp

The above nominees were duly elected en-bloc to the Society Committee for 2013-14.
New Nominees: Bulletin Subs. Manager: Jamie Quinn - Proposed: Tim Absalom
Seconded: Miles Irving
Publicity Manager: Miles Irving - Proposed: Jamie Quinn Seconded: Jenny Kynaston

5. Election of Society President
Danny Dorling was nominated as President - Proposed Steve Chilton Seconded: Mike
Shand
6. Any other business duly notified
The members present were informed by the Chair that a number of long-standing
Committee members were stepping down at the next AGM, as a result a number of
Committee positions are expected to become vacant at or beyond the 2014 AGM (Hon.
Sec; Hon. Treasurer; Newsletter Editor; future Chair). The situation was discussed at
length as was the potential implications for the future of the Society if these posts
cannot be filled. A number of suggestions and comments were put forward by the
members present, it was agreed that the Committee would inform the full membership
of the situation and canvas their views which will be collated by Jenny Kynaston and
Mike Shand for dissemination to the members and to aid future discussions.
Meeting closed at 18:30 pm.
Mike Shand
Hon. Secretary

Honorary Secretary’s Report 2012-13
The past year began with the Annual Summer School held at University College
London. Thanks again go to Miles Irving, Cath D’Alton, Nick Mann and their colleagues
for providing delegates and the Society with a vibrant and successful Summer School.
The 2011-12 Wallis Award for ‘excellence in cartography’ was awarded to Anneliese
Pritchard for her Nitty Gritty Guide to Bristol.
Three Committee meetings were held during the year, two at Staffordshire University
and one at the University of Reading. One Summer School Half-Bursary was awarded
in 2013.
Unfortunately I have to inform the Society of the deaths of Society founder and Honorary
member Bicky Wilson, formerly of L.S.E., and long-standing Society member Ian Gulley,
formerly of Aberystwyth University. Obituaries will be published in due course.
Finally, the 2014 Summer School will return to the University of Glasgow for its 50th
anniversary. Offers are always welcome for hosts of future Summer Schools, please
contact any Committee member if you wish to host the 2015 or future events.
Mike Shand
Hon. Secretary
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Honorary Treasurer’s Report, September 2012-13

The accounts for the period 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2013 have been produced
and will be submitted to an independent examiner for confirmation before they are
forwarded to Companies House. The full accounts will be published on the website
once this has occurred.
I am investigating finding a new independent examiner, as Gillian Nowell has retired.
The accounts presented show in the year to March 2013 a net deficit of £479.83,
based on income of £5233.33 and expenditure of £5713.16. This year’s accounts
represent an average year, there is no income / expenditure in the data that relates
to events taking place in previous years (you will note the previous year’s accounts
showed a deficit of £8406 because the cost of the Manchester Summer School was
on the statements in a different financial year to the income)
As of 20 August 2013 the bank accounts show a credit of £23,665.18
Heather Browning
Hon Treasurer

Membership Secretary’s Report 2012-13

I have spent this past year maintaining the membership details database, welcoming

new members, answering enquiries and chasing non-payers or those with incorrect
payment details for their subscriptions.
On 2 September 2013 Society membership stands at 136 members including 5
honorary members. Since September 2012 there have been 16 new members who
have joined the Society and 36 members have left the Society. The individuals who
have left the Society had either not paid their subscription fees, requested cancellation
or have unfortunately passed away.
There are 22 members who have outstanding 2013 fees. An invoice has been sent.
Please contact the membership secretary with any changes in your details such as a
change of address.
Jenny Kynaston
Membership Secretary

Bulletin Editor’s Report 2012-13
Volume 46 of The Bulletin was successfully printed and distributed by Culverlands Press
in May 2013. Gary Haley was again responsible for typesetting and designing the layout
and the cover featured the Nitty Gritty Map of Bristol, designed by Anneliese Pritchard.
Altogether, six articles were included, the majority being derived from presentations
given at the Summer School held at UCL in 2012. Reviews, events and computers
in cartography were also present as per usual, with Stuart Gill taking over the role of
Reviews Editor from Bob Parry. Preparations are well underway for a special Bulletin for
2014 and for a book comprising the ‘best papers’ edited by former Editor, Steve Chilton,
and current Editor, Alex Kent.
Alex Kent
Bulletin Editor

Newsletter Editor’s Report 2012-13
Two Newsletters were published reflecting the decision made last year to move from
three to two annually.
Once again thanks must go to Claire Ivison who dots ‘i’s and crosses ‘t’s and much
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more as she keeps me on the straight and narrow path to good English.
I wish to give advanced warning that I will be stepping aside as Newsletter Editor after
the publication of the Newsletter in November 2014.
Rosie Duncan
Newsletter Editor

Bulletin Subscription Manager’s Report 2012-13
Volume 47 (2013)
Invoices were sent out in May of this year, the current situation is as follows:
• 34 paid
• 5 outstanding
• 3 complimentary
• 28 potential subscriptions ‘in the pipeline’
• 1 non-renewal since Volume 46
We therefore have a total of 69 potential subscribers identified at this point in time for
Volume 47.
Outstanding invoices will be followed up in October, which will include a reminder letter
for those with outstanding Volume 46 subscriptions.

Tim Absalom
Bulletin Subscription Manager
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